TESTIMONIAL FORM.

1. Your Name:

Nathan and Sharon Ladley

2. How did you learn about CI Abogados (the “Firm”)?:

We saw the office one night when we were walking around the office center.

3. Was your experience in dealing with our Firm a positive one? If so, please elaborate on what

differentiates us in your opinion in comparison to other Mexican Lawyers or Firms you have
dealt with in the past?:
Our experience was extremely positive. We were walk in clients. Mr. Martinez-Orozco
interrupted what he was doing to hear our plight. He said that the firm usually takes clients by
referral but he would take on our case. Our previous experience with lawyers has been only in
the US. Mr. Martinez-Orozco’s and the rest of the staff treated us with respect, compassion and
understanding. It took several attempts and phone calls for us to transfer funds for the retained.
Rosario, the office secretary, very patiently assisted us and accompanied us to the bank each time.
Jonathan Francisco Alonso de Rubin, an associate in the firm, drove and accompanied us to the
government office to file the federal form required to cancel the firm. Being in a foreign country
able to speak very little Spanish, the experience could have been a nightmare. Instead, we were
helped in every step of the process. And the help was given with respect and understanding.

4. What did our Firm do for you?:

We wanted to cancel a contract we had entered into for a fractional ownership of a property.
Mr. Martinez was very thorough. He took all of the necessary steps to successfully cancel the
contract. His thoroughness was evidenced by our success. Our contract was cancelled within the
five days allowed by law to cancel. We went home confident that the few things remaining to be
done would be and they have been.

5. Would you recommend CI to a friend, family or colleague?:

ABSOLUTELY!

6. Will you continue to use CI?:

If we ever need a law firm in Mexico, yes.

7. May we use your testimonial on CI’s web page and cite your name and comments?:

Yes.

8. Other comments and/or observations.

Everything was positive.

